
 

Press Information 
 

Precise and efficient during the machining process 
 

Minimal deviation, a longer tool life and advanced machining efficiency – Kyocera’s EZ 

Bar Series is perfect for small manufacturing and it is constantly expanding to offer a 

wide variety of applications. 

 

Kyoto/London, April 16th, 2021. The manufacturing and internal machining of small parts 

requires precise quality tools – such as Kyocera’s EZ Bar Series, which has just been 

expanded with a new item: The EZBF type is able to make a one-shot boring process making 

a 90-degree step, which makes it a perfect addition to the innovative series. The whole EZ Bar 

series is ideal for high quality products due to their minimal deviation, the longer tool life and 

advanced machining efficiency compared to conventional tools. Especially with its unique EZ 

adjust function high precision indexing is easier than ever before: A wide variety of ID 

processes is possible – boring, back turning, grooving, facing and even threading – by just 

changing one tool. The latest addition to the line-up even allows for hole bottom face finishing 

processes.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EZ Bar with sleeve 

 



 

 

Adjustable overhang length (EZ adjust structure) 

 

 

Overview of the common ID processes: 

 

1. Boring 

For great boring and back turning results chip breaker, neck length and grade can be 

selected for the individual purpose – even PCD and cBN are available. Also suitable for 

boring is the EZ Bar Plus, a reversible boring bar that offers a unique solution to minimise 

tooling costs. This indexable bar can perform boring processes with a minimum cutting 

diameter of 5 mm. 

 

EZ Bar and EZ Bar Plus during machining processes 

 

2. Grooving 

Face grooving and internal grooving processes can be performed by the EZ Bar as well. It 

supports minimum bore diameters of ⌀ 3-8 mm and cutting widths of 0.5-2.0 mm. With its 

high rake angle, the EZ Bar is designed for stable machining without vibration and shows 

good chip evacuation. 

 

 



 

3. Facing 

For facing applications, the EZ Bar Series has the EZVB type in the lineup. While up facing 

is not recommended, the EZVB type can be expanded to be able to perform hole bottom 

face finishing processes. 

 

4. Threading 

The EZ Bar Series is also able to perform threading processes. There is a wide range of 

applicable thread types in small ID processes: Metric, Unified, NPT, Whitworth, 

Parallel/Tapered pipe. The EZT type for threading has a bore diameter of ⌀ 3mm and is 

available for threading M4 metric screw threads. 

 

For an even better high-quality finish the EZ Bar can be combined with the new PR1725 grade 

which is a PVD coated carbide grade. This original development of Kyocera named 

MEGACOAT NANO PLUS tackles several customer challenges at once: Producing a better 

surface finish, providing a cost-effective solution with a long tool life and integrating tools for 

steel and stainless steels. With its superior wear and adhesion resistance it also results in 

reduced cracking while machining. 

 

To give customers more and better machining possibilities the EZ Bar lineup is constantly 

expanding. EZ Bar 45° Chamfering and EZ Bar Copying type are in the pipeline and will be 

released in early summer 2021 for a wider variety of applications. 

 

 

EZ Bar's large tooling lineup for a wide application range 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

For more information on Kyocera: www.kyocera.co.uk 
 
About Kyocera 

Headquartered in Kyoto, Japan, KYOCERA Corporation is one of the world's leading manufacturers of fine ceramic 

components for the technology industry. The strategically important divisions in the KYOCERA Group, which is comprised of 

298 subsidiaries (as of March 31, 2020), are information and communications technologies, products which increase quality of 

life, and environmentally friendly products. The technology group is also one of the most experienced producers of smart 

energy systems worldwide, with more than 40 years of know-how in the industry.  

 

The company is ranked #549 on Forbes magazine’s 2020 “Global 2000” listing of the world’s largest publicly traded companies. 

With a global workforce of over 75,500 employees, Kyocera posted sales revenue of approximately €13,33 billion in fiscal year 

2019/2020. The products marketed by the company in Europe include printers, digital copying systems, semiconductor-, fine 

ceramic-, automotive- and electronic components as well as printing devices and ceramic kitchen products. The KYOCERA 

Group has two independent companies in the United Kingdom: KYOCERA Fineceramics Ltd. and KYOCERA Document 

Solutions Ltd.  

 

The company also takes an active interest in cultural affairs. The Kyoto Prize, a prominent international award, is presented 

each year by the Inamori Foundation — established by Kyocera founder Dr. Kazuo Inamori — to individuals worldwide who 

have contributed significantly to the scientific, cultural, and spiritual betterment of humankind (converted at approximately 

€828,000 per prize category).  

 

 

 

Contact 

KYOCERA Fineceramics Ltd. 

Daniela Faust 

Manager Corporate Communications 

Prospect House, Archipelago 

Lyon Way, Frimley 

Surrey GU16 7ER 

England 

Tel.: +44 1276 693450 

Fax: +44 (0)1276 - 69 34 60 

Mobile: +49 (0)175/727 57 06 

Mail: daniela.faust@kyocera.de   

www.kyocera.co.uk 
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